PRESS RELEASE

MSCI appoints Head of Real Estate Client
Coverage for EMEA
René Veerman will expand his role to include leadership of the EMEA Real Estate Client Coverage team
LONDON, 29 MAY 2019 – MSCI Inc. (NYSE: MSCI), a leading provider of critical decision support tools
and services for the global investment community, today announces that René Veerman, Head of
EMEA Analytics Client Coverage, will expand his role and assume leadership of the Real Estate Client
Coverage team in EMEA.
Mr. Veerman is an experienced member of the MSCI Client Coverage team. Previously, Mr. Veerman
was MSCI’s Head of Analytics Product in APAC and Country Manager for Hong Kong and Taiwan and
has over 20 years of experience on both the buy and sell-side in using, developing and distributing
investment decision tools and services across Europe and Asia. Mr. Veerman will continue to report
to Alvise Munari, Head of EMEA Client Coverage.
“René brings a breadth and depth of expertise to the EMEA Real Estate team, which will help us
continue to bring greater transparency to financial markets. At MSCI we are focused on powering the
commercial real estate industry to make better investment decisions for a better world,” said Jay
McNamara, Head of Real Estate at MSCI. “His proven track record in risk management and
understanding of the role analytical tools and data has in real estate investment portfolios, will have a
significant contribution engaging and supporting clients in EMEA.”
MSCI’s Real Estate delivers critical business intelligence to institutional investors and real estate
owners, managers and brokers worldwide, helping clients solve their investment and risk problems
effectively.
-Ends-

About MSCI
MSCI is a leading provider of critical decision support tools and services for the global investment community.
With over 45 years of expertise in research, data and technology, we power better investment decisions by
enabling clients to understand and analyze key drivers of risk and return and confidently build more effective
portfolios. We create industry-leading research-enhanced solutions that clients use to gain insight into and
improve transparency across the investment process. To learn more, please visit www.msci.com.
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The information contained herein (the “Information”) may not be reproduced or redisseminated in whole or in part without prior written permission from MSCI. The
Information may not be used to verify or correct other data, to create any derivative works, to create indexes, risk models, or analytics, or in connection with issuing, offering,
sponsoring, managing or marketing any securities, portfolios, financial products or other investment vehicles. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance, analysis, forecast or prediction. None of the Information or MSCI index or other product or service constitutes an offer to
buy or sell, or a promotion or recommendation of, any security, financial instrument or product or trading strategy. Further, none of the Information or any MSCI index is
intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. The
Information is provided “as is” and the user of the Information assumes the entire risk of any use it may make or permit to be made of the Information. NONE OF MSCI INC.
OR ANY OF ITS SUBSIDIARIES OR ITS OR THEIR DIRECT OR INDIRECT SUPPLIERS OR ANY THIRD PARTY INVOLVED IN MAKING OR COMPILING THE INFORMATION (EACH,
AN “INFORMATION PROVIDER”) MAKES ANY WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS AND, TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, EACH INFORMATION PROVIDER
HEREBY EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL IMPLIEDWARRANTIES, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. WITHOUT
LIMITING ANY OF THE FOREGOING AND TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, IN NO EVENT SHALL ANY OF THE INFORMATION PROVIDERS HAVE ANY
LIABILITY REGARDING ANY OF THE INFORMATION FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, CONSEQUENTIAL (INCLUDING LOST PROFITS) OR ANY OTHER
DAMAGES EVEN IF NOTIFIED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. The foregoing shall not exclude or limit any liability that may not by applicable law be excluded or
limited.

